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1 Paragraphs 7 and 8 are important to the story because they –

A explain how the sunglasses work

B introduce the narrator’s best friend

C describe how to play a popular video game

D show how the narrator uses the sunglasses to win a bet

Amazing Sunglasses

1 I bought the sunglasses at a convenience store. Everything

seemed ordinary. Boy, was I wrong. I put the sunglasses on as I

left the Mini-Mart. Suddenly, I could see into the future!

2 A child was eating an ice-cream cone. My sunglasses showed

me that the child would trip and drop his ice-cream scoop. Sure

enough, a few seconds later the little boy stumbled. His ice-cream

fell to the hot pavement.

3 I inspected the lenses. They looked normal. I thought about all

the possibilities. How could I use these magic glasses? Finally, I

had an idea.

4 I went to my friend Maury’s house. I told him about the magic

glasses. Of course, he didn’t believe me. I challenged him to a

video-game competition. If I won, Maury would have to carry my

backpack at school for a week. If I lost, I’d clean Maury’s room.

5 Maury loves to play a game called Blue Streak. The object of

the game is to fly a supersonic plane through a space maze. Of

course the maze has unexpected obstacles, hidden dangers and

aliens shooting lasers. It’s a really tough game. I almost never get

to the third round.

6 Maury went first. He’s great at Blue Streak. He dipped, dodged

and dove through the first three levels. He only failed on the fourth

level. He has trouble with the Martian Mustang pilots.

7 I took the controller from Maury, and put my sunglasses on. I

started the first level. I was a Blue Streak wizard! When the Terror

Twins tried to attack my plane, I was ready with counter measures.

I could see all the unexpected obstacles ahead of time. The hidden

dangers were all easily discovered with plenty of time to spare. I

was amazing!

8 Maury frowned as I defeated the Martian Mustang pilots. He

couldn’t believe it when I beat his high score. I finished the 10th and

final level. Victory was mine.

9 I haven’t carried my backpack at school for the last three

months. I wonder what new ideas I’ll have for my sunglasses!

8A

4 Based on the information in the story, the reader can tell that the

narrator will –

F give his sunglasses to Maury

G think of new ways to use his sunglasses to make his life easier

H become a world champion video-gamer

J lose the sunglasses in a bet with a stranger 16 Fig.19 D

5 Read this sentence from paragraph 7 in the story.

Why does the narrator call himself a wizard?

A To show that he is an expert video game player

B To emphasize how well he played Blue Streak with the

sunglasses

C To show that he can cast spells on Maury

D To suggest that Blue Streak is a magical game

I was a Blue Streak wizard!

2 In paragraph 5, the word unexpected means that the obstacles –

F surprise the game player H cannot be avoided

G are too difficult J are easily forgotten 4A

3 The narrator makes a plan to profit from the sunglasses after he –

A buys the sunglasses at a grocery store

B helps a child at the bus stop

C sees a child drop his ice-cream

D beats his friend in a video-game competition 8 Fig.19 D

10 Fig.19 D
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That’s Really Old!

1 Fossils are the remains of plants or animals that lived long,

long ago. So fossils are very, very old! When scientists find new

fossils, they work hard to learn how old they are.

2 Figuring out a fossil’s age is dirty work. Scientists have to

study the dirt and rock around a fossil. If a fossil is found in rock

that is 5 million years old, then the fossil is probably about the

same age.

3 But then, how do scientists know the age of the rock?

Geologists, scientists who study the earth, are kind of like rock

detectives. Sometimes they must put clues together to discover

the age of a rock.

4 Ok, If geologists found a piece of limestone in West Texas, for

example, how would they know how old it was? First, they would

realize that it was sedimentary rock. Sedimentary rock is formed

when bits of other rocks, dirt and even animal bones get piled up

together. Over many, many years all this sediment turns into rock.

5 Second, they would classify the limestone. Did you know that

limestone, a white sedimentary rock, is mostly made of the

skeletons of sea animals? Geologists do! They would conclude

that this limestone had to be formed when there was a sea in

Texas. (Did you know there was once a sea in Texas?)

6 Third, a geologist would use a handy scientific diagram. This

chart of the Geologic Time Scale shows the different periods in the

history of the Earth. Geologists know that there was a sea in

Texas during the Permian Period.

7 So, if a geologist found a

fossil of a crab, she would study the

rock around the fossil. If the rock

was limestone from West Texas, the

geologist would know it came from

the Permian Period. That’s how she

would know that the crab fossil was

290 million years old!

3 According to the table, which period is part of the Paleozoic era?

A Silurian C Triassic

B Jurassic D Tertiary
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4 After reading paragraph 4, a reader can conclude that –

F limestone rocks are made from the skeletons of sea creatures

and the remains of old shipwrecks

G there are three types of rock: igneous, metamorphic, and

sedimentary

H diagrams are a useful tool to display scientific information

J geologists can learn a lot about a sedimentary rock by studying

what it is made of

1 The author wrote this selection most likely to –

A show students why some people live to be very old

B encourage students to become geologists

C persuade younger people that rocks and fossils are interesting

D explain how scientists find the age of fossils

2 Which sentence from the selection is best supported by

information found in the Geologic Time Scale?

F Second, they would classify the limestone.

G That’s how she would know that the crab fossil was 290 million

years old!

H Sedimentary rock is formed when bits of other rocks, dirt and

even animal bones get piled up together.

J Figuring out a fossil’s age is dirty work.

12 Fig.19 D

16 Fig.19 D

15B

13B

5 Which words from paragraph 3 help the reader understand the

meaning of geologists?

A the age of the rock? C put clues together

B scientists who study the earth D Sometimes they must
4B
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The Country Mouse

1 A simple country mouse had her sister in from the big city for

dinner. Living in the country offered few luxuries. Sasha, the

country mouse, served wheat porridge with toasted acorns. They

ate from wooden bowls and drank clear water from the rushing

stream. They sat at a rough oak table on wooden benches.

2 Elva ate very little. Being from the great city, she was used to

finer food. Still, she tried to be polite. When at last dinner was over,

Elva talked over the dishes. She told Sasha about the wide streets,

the gas lamps and the fashionable people of her city. Sasha was

enchanted.

3 When the sun had set and the silvery moon had risen into a

sky full of twinkling stars, Elva left the country. Sasha waved good-

bye and promised to visit Elva in the city the next day. Sasha slept

through the night in her cozy cot. She dreamed of the fancy people

and bustle of the city.

4 The very next day Sasha journeyed to the city. Elva met her at

the ivory door of a huge mansion. Sasha squeaked with delight.

5 Elva put her finger to her nose and whispered. “Ssshhh. We’ll

sneak into the dining room. Come quietly.” They tiptoed into the

room. Sasha saw a great, long table covered with pastry, fruit,

meats and desserts. She squeaked excitedly.

6 “Oh, no!” Elva tugged at Sasha’s hand. “You’ve woken the cat.

We must run!” They both scurried across the polished floor and into

the kitchen. The cook screamed and threw her spoon across the

room, narrowly missing Sasha’s tail.

7 The two frightened mice raced out the rear door and into a

quiet, leafy lane behind the large house. A dog barked in the

distance. Both mice rested under a bush to catch their breath.

8 “Life in the city might suit you well,” Sasha gasped. “But I can’t

take all the excitement. Do you remember what Grandma Gretchen

used to say?” Elva shook her head back and forth.

9 “Better a home safe, sound and poor than luxury and riches

with danger always at the door.”

4 What does suit mean in paragraph 8?

F a work uniform H a legal argument

G to please, agree with J men’s clothing 4C

10A

5 Read this sentence from paragraph 3 in the selection.

These lines best help the reader imagine –

A a clear, beautiful evening in the country

B the simple charm of Sasha’s country home

C how frightened Elva was to walk home alone

D the pleasure Elva felt visiting her cousin

1 What lesson do the two mice learn in this story?

A It is better to live with great wealth than great want.

B The country is safer than the city, because there are fewer cars

and dogs.

C A simple, safe life is preferable to a dangerous life filled with

excitement and wealth.

D A simple and charming country life can be just as dangerous as

life in the big city.

When the sun had set and the silvery moon had risen
into a sky full of twinkling stars, Elva left the country.

2B

5A

2 Sasha is frightened when –

F Elva talks about the city people H the cook throws a spoon

G Elva walks home alone J she sees the long table

3 Why does Elva ask Sasha to enter her home quietly?

A Elva wants Sasha to behave politely in the fancy home.

B Elva is afraid Sasha will not like her home.

C Elva knows they must not wake the cat.

D Elva is embarrassed that Sasha lives in such a simple home. 8B
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